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ABSTRACT
The polycrystalline, partial annihilation rates for positrons in
compressed cesium have been calculated using the linear muffin-tin
orbitals method. These results suggest that the pressure-induced
electronic s-d transition in Cs should be directly observable by
momentum sensitive positron annihilation experiments.

INTRODUCTION
Electronic s-d transition is a common phenomenon in high pressure
physics, responsible for a variety of equation of state anomalies,
insulator-metal transitions, and crystallographic phase transitions.
These are indirect manifestations of the pressure induced transfer of
electrons from s-like (actually sp hybrid) valence states to those of
predominately d character. We suggest here that positron annihilation
measurements can permit direct observation of the electron transfer
itself. This follows from the fact that s-band valence electrons tend
to occupy states near the center of the Brillouin zone, while the d
states to which they transfer are located near the zone boundaries.
Thus, techniques which probe quantities related to the electron momentum
density will detect this transfer.
1

Positron annihilation is suited to high pressure experiments since
the positron source (e.g., N a ) can be included in the pressure cell,
while the annihilation y rays pass through, and are detected outside
of the high pressure apparatus. Annihilation rate^ and angular
correlation^ measurements have been carried out for alkali metals
under pressure, and the first positron annihilation (Doppler broadening)
measurements in a diamond anvil cell were recently performed on Fe at
pressures up to 40.0 GPa.
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In the present paper, we report calculations of the electron
momentum density and partial annihilation rates (proportional to the
two-photon momentum density) in polycrystalline compressed cesium. This
material was chosen because its s-d transition is particularly dramatic.
At 1 atm, Cs is a free-electron metal; yet by only about 15 GPa, its
single valence electron has been transfered entirely from the 6s to the
5d band.
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CALCULATIONS
It is well known that electron-positron correlation enhances the
electrou density in the vicinity of the positron. Some success has been
achieved, however, with a modified independent-particle model (IPH) in
which electron states for the unperturbed crystal are used in the
annihilation rate calculations along with enhancement factors to deal
with the effects of the many-body electron-positron interaction.^
In the IPM, modified to include an energy-dependent^ enhancement
factor c(S), the partial annihilation rate or probability per unit
time and per unit volume of momentum space that an electron-positron
annihilation will result in a pair of photons having a combined momentum
of p is
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Here, VQ is the classical electron radius, c is the speed of light,
and N is the number of primitive cells in the crystal. ^The sums in Eq.
(1) are over occupied electron states characterized by k in the first^
Brillouin zone and band Index j, and over reciprocal lattice vectors G.
The integral in Eq. (2) is over the primitive cel^ of volume^! on which
both the positron and electron wavefunctions, <|»(r) and i)r^j(r),
respectively, are normalized to unity.
+

The total annihilation rate X is the reciprocal of the positron
lifetime, and is given by the integral of the partial annihilation rate
R(p) over all momentum space^ Setting r c« = c(E£j) = *|>+(r) = 1 ^n
Eqs. (1) and (2) converts R(p) to the electron momentum density p(p),
which is customarily normalized so as to be unity for occupied, ideal,
free-electron states, as will be done below.
0

numerous calculations based on Eqs. (1) and (2) have been
reported. As in recent work by Singh and Jarlborg, the present effort
used the linear muffin-tin orbitals method' to obtain botlj the electron
states for che unperturbed crystal, and the thermalized, k=0, pure s,
positron wavefunction. Our approach differs from that theirs, however,
in calculation of the Fourier transform in Eq. (2). In the spirit of
Andersen's combined correction, we approximate the integral in Eq. (2) by
6
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where ( >JJ and < >g indicate integration over the Wigner-Seitz polyhedra
and sphere, respectively, \|i(S) is the value of the positron wavefunction
+

at the Uigner-Seitz radius S, and i|i£j is the usual pseudowavefunction
employed in the combined correction. To obtain the polycrystalline
spherical average R (p) we use £h§ tetrahedral method to integrate over
surface segments of fixed p = fi|k+G| for which Ejjj lies below the Fermi
energy.
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The present calculations were scalar relativistic (spin-orbit
omitted), used the von Barth-Hedin exchange-correlation potential,
and treated all electrons self-consistently in generating the
one-electron potentials. The 5s, 5p, and higher lying levels were
included as band states in evaluating Eqs. (1) and (2), with angular
momentum components through d character retained. The Brillouin zone
was sampled with 89 points in the irreducible wedge for the fee
structure. Each point was taken as the center of a small cube which was
subdivided into 12 tetrahedra in obtaining the spherical average. The
reciprocal lattice sum was truncated after 459 vectors. In one test
calculation with 20 points per wedge and in another with 283 reciprocal
lattice vectors, R (p) changed slightly and negligibly, respectively,
showing convergence with the above choices.
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ELECTRON MOMENTUM DISTRIBUTION AND UNENHANCED PARTIAL ANNIHILATION RATES
Our results for the spherically averaged electron momentum density
Pav^P)
shown in Fig. 1 for reduced volumes V/V = 1, 0.418,
and 0.235, where VQ = 795.5 bohr^/atom. The corresponding pressures
are 0, 4.2, and about 15 GPa, respectivley. At each volume, the solid
curves give the total p C p ) , while the dashed curves show just the
5s, 5p core contribution. The trivial volume dependence has been
removed by using the dimensionless momentum pa/h where a is the fee
lattice constant corresponding to each volume (a =4V), and h is
Planck's constant. Note that pa/h = G.866, 1, and 1.732 at the L and X
points and at the first reciprocal lattice vector, respectively.
a r e
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For consistancy, we have reported all of our results for the fee
structure. While Cs exists in a bec phase at 1 atm, we find in bee
calculations (140 points per irreducible wedge, 459 reciprocal lattice
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Fig. 1. Electron momentum density p (p) vs. dimensionless momentum pa/h
at a) V/V = 1, b) V/V = 0.418, and c) V/V =0.235. The solid
and dashed lines show the total and core results, respectively.
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vectors) that the valence p ( p ) is nearly identical to that in Fig. 1(a),
differing by less than about Vk of the solid curve, except in the small
region of pa/h = 0.8 - 1.0, where the differences are still less than
0.02 on the scale given in the figure. Cesium is fee at 4.2 GPa, and
appears to be either tetragonal or orthorhombic at 15 GPa.
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The single valence electron in 1-atra Cs occupies sp-hybrid, 6s-band
states near k = 0. This leads to the large valence density between
the solid and dashed curves in Fig. 1(a) for pa/h < 0.78, as well as
the small spherical average of umklapp echos from about pa/h = 1.4 to
2.2. Under compression, the rising 6s band causes the Fermi momentum
Pp (where p ( p ) is nearly vertical) to decrease. The total
valence density beneath p drops from 0.73, to 0.22, and finally to
0.001 electrons in Figs. A(a), 1(b), and 1(c), respectively. Near the
conclusion of the s-d transition, Fig. 1(c) shows most of the valence
Pav^P)
"*
range pa/h » 0.6 - 1.7, which arises from 5«?
states near the L and X Brillouin zone boundary points including a
significant X-point umklapp contribution around pa/h = 1.414.
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Even at 1 atm, there is significant overlap of the 5s, 5p cores in
Cs. By 15 GPa, the 5p band is over 5 eV wide, and so it should be no
surprise that momentum density in these increasingly more itinerant
states should shift to lower values of p as seen by the dashed curves in
Fig. 3. Further reduction of volume be less than a factor of 2 results
in a single, merged 5s, 5p, 5d valence band.
5
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The partial annihilation rates R ( p ) are quite similar to Fig. 1;
although, the relative importance of the 5s, 5p cores is reduced given
the positron-nucleus repulsion. Given this similarity, we plot these
results in an alternate form in Fig. 2, namely 4irp R (p), so that
the area is just the total annihilation rate \. The counterpart of
the 6s-band free-electron plateau in Fig. 1(a) is now the initial p
rise at small p in Fig. 2(a), followed, of course, by the rapid drop at
pp. This characteristic structure is greatly reduced in Fig. 2(b) at
V/V = 0.418, and is entirely gone by Fig. 3(c) at V/V = 0.235 as
the s-d transition is nearly completed. The growing partial
annihilation rate from the newly occupied 5d-like states can be seen as
av
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Fig. 2. Partial annihilation rates 4irp R ( p ) vs. dimensionless
momentum pa/h at a) V/V =l, b) V/V =0.418, and c)
V/V =0.235. The solid and dashed lines show the total and
core results, respectively. No enhancement was used.
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Fig. 3. Enhanced partial annihilation rate 4irp R ( p ) vs. pc at
V / V Q = 1 . The solid and dashed lines show the total and core
results, respectively. The data points are from Ref. 14, and
were normalized to agree with the solid curve at small momentum.
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the increasing separation between the solid and dashed curves in the
vicinity of pa/h » 1.4.

ENHANCED PARTIAL ANNIHILATION RATE
The question of what enhancement factor should be used for a
given metal is still under study. - While it is beyond the scope of
this preliminary work to deal with this question in any depth, we do
provide in Fig. 3 an enhanced counterpart of Fig. 2(a) plotted against
pc to give more familiar units. The factor e(E) in Eq. (1) was taken
from a recent paper by Sob who specified coeffients for Cs at 1 atm.
1
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Without enhancement, our results in Fig. 2(a) yield total
annihilation rates of 0.093 and 0.068 n s
for core and valence
electrons, respectively. With the enhancement, the curves in Fig. 3
yield values of 0.663 and 1.668 ns - for core and valence electrons,
respectivley, in good agreement with Sob's analysis. The sum of core
and valence contributions, 2.33 ns *, is within 3% of the experimental
annihilation rate. '
It should be noted that the extremely low
electron density in Cs leads to both this unusually low annihilation
rate as well as the very large enhancement in this material.
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The data points in Fig. 3 are taken from a 1957 paper by
Stewart.
They result from his differentiation of (instrumentalresolution corrected) long-slit angular correlation data, scaled by us
to agree with the solid curve at small p. The disagreement between
theory and experiment near the ppc =1.25 keV is consistent with
recent work by Chakraborty which indicates that the Kahana-based
enhancement used in Ref. 7 is likely to be too large just below pp and
too small just above pp. Although there is considerable scatter in
the range pc « 2 - 4. keV, there is clear evidence for at least a
shoulder to the main peak near pc a 1 keV in agreement with the
present calculations.
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CONCLUSIONS
We suggest that the gross features of the s-d transition in
compressed Cs should be clearly visible in high-pressure positron
annihilation measurements even at resolutions obtainable with the
Doppler-broadening technique. Specifically, the 6s-band dominated peak
(pa/h « 0.3 - 0.7) seen in 4irp R at 1 atm should decay under
compression, as the shoulder region evolves into a new, broad, much
larger peak (pa/h » 0.8 - 1.7) arising out of core and 5d zoneboundary contributions. Beyond these qualitative features, a
quantitative comparison with experiment might prove highly informative
in regard to the nature of enhancement effects in a range where core
levels evolve into broad-band valence states.
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